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Medical Arm Combo H Class WT 48, height adjustable, 104 cm, wall mount 

* Beauty - Strength - Exceptional Range 
 * Rock solid and out of the wall 
  
This wall-mounted workstation provides optimum technological access, thanks to 
effortless positioning of the monitor and keyboard to meet the ergonomic 
requirements of a seated or standing person. H Class WT restores the standard for 
suspended workstations. The H Class WT workstation is the best of both worlds with 
generous storage and working space as well as keyboard and mouse space. 
  
Flap keyboard platform. The flap keyboard platform includes the mouse and 
keyboard. 
  
LCD swivel arm 180 ° adjustable in height of the notch on a range of 5 cm 
It is equipped with a large worktop on its upper part. Our H Class WT workstations 
facilitate highly efficient interactions. Whatever the work requirements, our H Class 
WT workstations are designed to exceed requirements and are designed to last. 
  
Technical specifications: 
  
Standard Features 
 * 122 cm wall rail 
 * 23 cm keyboard and mouse holder with flap ( 60.96 x 22.22 cm) 
 * Integrated cable management system 
 * Ergonomic and cleanable wrist support 
 * Top shelf with anti-spill lip ( 62.23 x 24.13 cm) 
 * Swivel limiter 
  
Arm Specifications 
 * LCD rotates 180° independently 
 * Mounting standard: VESA 75mm / 100mm 
 * Weight capacity: 1,81 - 9 Kg 
 * 33 cm LCD screen height adjustment 
 * Outstanding arm reach: 22.86 - 104.14 cm 
 * Recorded depth: 25.40 cm 
 * Height adjustment range: 35.56 cm 
 * LCD screen tilt range: + 60 ° / -40 ° 
 * Color White 
 * All our medical arms are in conformity: 
  CE, ROHS, Medical Grade, Regulations MDD 93/42 ECC. 
 * Warranty: 5 years

Part Number: 111.001— Presentation 
Medical Arm Combo H Class WT 48, height adjustable, 104 cm, wall 
mount
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